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.. ever more maddening ... than the last, a fast-paced and sometimes bizarre affair that will keep you giggling until the very last page. What's on TV this weekend Keywords More About Us The Perfect Victim? The Perfect Victim? is the first book in a series of 'pulp noir' novels that were co-written by John Siegal, who died in April 2017. The
original eight books featured the exploits of former LAPD Detective Mick Tilton. However, following an extraordinary high profile plagiarism case that involved John Siegal, his estate retained legal counsel who took a closer look at the books and realised that some had been plagiarised. This in turn put the author's surviving family in a difficult

position, as they did not want to remove any of the books from the market as readers were currently enjoying them. In November 2017, after legal advice was obtained, the author's estate took the view that in light of the plagiarism situation, which could have a detrimental effect on their author's reputation, the best course of action was to
withdraw the books from the market, allowing the family to restore their reputation and not to have the books out there alongside other books with a plagiarised premise. This led to the books being withdrawn from the bookshops, and later from the online retailers. However, there are a few in the market who have copies of the books on their
shelves, and they can be identified by the red sticker on the cover, which reads 'Plagiarism Checked'. John Siegal was also actively attempting to promote The Perfect Victim, which is no longer available. All the books will remain in print as standalone novels (as originally intended) and the author's estate intends to continue writing new novels
featuring the adventures of Mick Tilton. If the series is revived it is likely that the new books will be written by a different author. Get a Copy What the Critics are Saying About Me John Siegal died in April 2017 following a battle with cancer. Since his death many wonderful John Siegal fans have said how they wished they had met him. This

website is set up to give these fans the opportunity to track his life and his works. ABOUT JOHN SIEGAL John Siegal began his career in the Los Angeles Police Department in the late 70's. Having been a detective in Hollywood and Beverly Hills for a time,
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